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Abstract
Large Li-ion battery packs are an enabling technology for electric vehicles, smart
homes and the smart grid. Keeping the individual cells that make up the battery
pack balanced reduces the loss of capacity over time and reduces the chances
of damaging the pack by over charging/discharging cells. This paper presents a
review of the basic charge equalisation circuits categorised as capacitor, inductor
or transformer based. The paper highlights improvements and variations made
to these basic circuits by researchers and provides a general comparison. The
paper proceeds to discuss the difficulties in directly comparing performance of
different CECs (charge equalisation circuit) and the ambiguity of the industrial
requirements of a CEC. Finally the paper presents possible areas of research to
further improve the charge equalisation process.
Keywords: Battery balancing, Cell equalisation, State of charge (SOC), Cell
equalisation circuit (CEC)
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1. Introduction
1.1. Reason for development
As the world moves towards the decarbonisation of the power grid, industry
and transport due to environmental concerns, Li-ion battery packs have emerged
as a critical early technology. They are enabling the electrification of transport
as energy storage in electric vehicles and the move towards a distributed smart
grid both as local energy storage for smart homes and large grid storage. Modern
battery packs are made up of hundreds or thousands of individual cells connected
in different configurations of series and parallel in order to provide the necessary
voltage (number of series connections) and amp-hours (number of parallel connections). However, variations in the cells caused by the manufacturing process,
charge discharge cycles (lifetime of the cell) and the temperature during operation
means that the series connected cells can become unbalanced in the amount of
charge they are storing [1, 2]. This leads to issues such as:
• Undercharging, this is when a number of cells within the string is left below
its maximum capacity. Although not dangerous it limits the overall capacity
of the battery pack resulting in reduced EV driving range.
• Overcharging [3], very dangerous as cells forced to charge past their safety
threshold results in large amounts of thermal energy to be produced which
could result in chemical explosion. This would cause irreparable damage to
the battery pack and car.
• Under discharging, caused by a number of cells that have lower capacity
than the others in the string. When these cells reach their lower safety
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threshold the battery pack will believe it is fully discharged. The cells that
remain with charge cannot use this energy and therefore overall capacity of
the battery pack is lost.
• Over discharging, if the lower safety threshold a a cell is ignored the cell can
become over discharged. In this mechanism cells exhibit thermal instability,
permanent loss of capacity and possible short circuit due to the copper anode
migrating across the cell to the cathode [4, 5].
To avoid these problems, regular cell balancing is required. The perfect solution would be described as an equalisation circuit that has the following desirable
characteristics:
• Cheap.
• Scalable for very large or differently configured battery packs.
• Simple control method and implementation.
• Low switch stress.
• High efficiency with low thermal production.
• High thermal resilience (able to work in high temperature environments).
• Bi-directional, able to equalise while charging or discharging.
• High effectiveness, able to balance a large number of cells with minimal
variation.
• High speed, able to balance cells very quickly.
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• Low circuit volume (doesn’t take up a lot of space).
Not one circuit offers all of these attributes, although there are many circuits that
offer an interesting balance.
This paper looks at the current solutions suggested in research for balancing
cells within a Li-ion battery pack. The rest of the paper is organised as follows:
Charge equalisation circuits split into two main categories, passive and active cell
balancing methods. Section 2 discusses the passive equalisation which is simple
with low efficacy. Section 3 is the main section where all the basic types of active
equalisation are discussed. They are categorised into: 3.1 capacitor based , 3.2
inductor based and 3.3 transformer based solutions . A comparison and general
discussion then follows in section 4 with some recommendations about how research should be presented to allowing meaningful comparison. Finally, areas of
future research are presented in section 5.
2. Passive equalisation
Passive equalisation relies on resistance to dissipate excess energy from the
high voltage cells within a series string [6]. This form of equalisation is most popular in industry thanks to the low cost of components and simple control schemes
[7]. Traditional passive equalisation either uses a fixed resistor or a switched resistor. In the fixed resistor scheme there is a continuous bypass current that limits the
voltages of the cells. This cannot be used with Li-ion battery packs as cells can get
overcharged. This is not a problem for Lead acid and Nickel based chemistries
[8]. Switched resistor schemes target the cells with the highest voltages. Once
identified, a resistor is switched in and the cell provides a current through the resistor. Energy is dissipated until the cell is balanced with the rest of the string
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[9].
Problems include very long equalisation times, excessive heat produced due to
the energy dissipation and low efficiency. Equalisation current must be kept very
low because of power losses and thermal management, which leads to the very
slow equalisation times [10].
Recently Xu [7] presents an adaptation to the switched resistor circuit by eliminating the resistor. The circuit instead uses cleaver control of the MOSFET driver
circuit to control equalisation currents, essentially turning the MOSFET into a
variable resistor.
3. Active equalisation
Active equalisation deals with the transfer of energy rather than the dissipation
of it and is much more efficient than passive equalisation [11]. In general, energy
from an overcharged cell or cells is stored temporarily in a capacitor, an inductor
or a transformer, and then discharged into an uncharged cell or cells [12]. There
are some circuits that work on a shuttling (energy is automatically transferred to
and from adjacent cells) basis where there is no need for any complicated control
or voltage sensing as the charge equalisation circuit continually switches between
two states allowing adjacent cells to be balanced. This method is know as adjacent cell to cell (AC2C). The equalisation speed of this method is dependent on
the number of the batteries within the string and position of the unbalanced cells
within the string (at the ends or in the middle). In directed cell to cell (DC2C)
methods voltage sensing is required and a simple control system to order the cells
from highest to lowest SOC. Cells are directly targeted to transfer energy from one
to another. This method is often quite slow, especially for large strings of series
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connected cells as only one cell can be balanced at a time. Cell to pack methods
(C2P) is when an overcharged cell distributes its excess energy to the whole pack
(or module). This iterative process continues until the pack is balanced, requiring
sensing and a controller to select the overcharged cells. Pack to cell (P2C) takes
a small amount of energy from every cell and then uses that energy to charge the
lowest energy cell in the string. Just like C2P this is an iterative process. The
last category is multi cell to multi cell equalisation (MC2MC). This method again
requires sensing and a complex controller, which can select one cell or multiple
cells to discharge, storing the energy temporarily. Then can select one or multiple cells to redistributed that energy too [13]. Figure 1 shows the relationships
between the different circuit topologies discussed in this paper.

Figure 1: The basic types of active CEC

3.1. Capacitor based CEC
3.1.1. Switched capacitor
This method is very simple, introduced by Pascual [14] and shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Switched capacitor CEC

The capacitors are constantly switched between adjacent cells. If there is a difference in charge state between the two cells, the capacitor is charged by one cell
and then discharged through the adjacent cell, transferring excess charge between
the two. As all cells are connected this eventually balances the whole pack.
The advantage is that you don’t need complicated control systems nor sensing [14]. Balancing can be achieved while charging or discharging [15]. The
architecture is easily extendable for larger battery packs [16].
The main disadvantage is the slow balancing speed, the worst case scenario
being that the first cell in the string is unbalanced compared to the last cell string.
In this scenario the excess charge would have to be passed through every cell in
order for this imbalance to be rectified. This problem is exacerbated by having
more cells in the battery pack making scalability an issue [17].
Kim [18] proposed a chain structure to decrease the time taken to achieve
balance. In this chain structure, as shown by Kim [18], the first and last cell in the
string are linked, creating a chain of cells. This reduces the distance between the
worst case scenario unbalanced cells by half. Now the worst case scenario of this
topology would be if the first cell and middle cell were unbalanced.
Ye [17] also comments on a more topologies as well as experimentally com-
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paring his proposed structure. Ye further explains that the main advantage of this
structure is that balancing time becomes independent of cell number and the initial
mismatch distribution of the cell voltages [17].
A mesh capacitor structure is suggested by Shang [19] , which achieves any
cell to any cell equalisation also eliminating an inherent weakness of the basic
switched capacitor system proposed by Pascual. Shang goes on to say that the
configuration is easily modularised by connecting the central nodes of the mesh
structure together allowing for multiple mesh structures per battery pack, as well
as high reliability due to low voltage stress on the MOSFET switches [19].
3.1.2. Double tiered switched capacitor
By adding another tier of capacitors, as show in Ye [17], cells that are not
directly connected together via a capacitor can now equalise through the second
tier. This has the effect of decreasing equalisation time [20]. Equalisation occurs
through the same mechanism of charging and discharging capacitors by regular
switching. The difference with a single tiered system is, that in the worst case
scenario of the upper most cell and the lower most cell being unbalanced there
would be half as much switching events needed for balancing to occur [20].
The main disadvantage of this topology is the increased cost of components,
size of the circuit in terms of volume and compared to other techniques the balancing speed is still quite slow.
As with the single tiered counterpart variations of the basic circuit have been
researched. Fukui [21] looked at a chain structure similar to Kim [18]. This circuit
has the same benefits and operation. The upper and lower cells are connected
via a capacitance allowing balancing to occur between the two cells, effectively
reducing the maximum balancing path by half.
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3.1.3. Single switched capacitor
The single switched capacitor works very differently from the previous two
capacitor methods discussed so far. In this configuration cells are targeted by a
simple control algorithm rather than excess energy being automatically shuttled
from cell to cell. A single capacitor configuration is said to be direct cell to cell or
time shared. A high SOC cell is then selected by the controller and the capacitor is
switched into parallel so the capacitor charges up. A low SOC cell is then selected
and switched into parallel with the charged capacitor and energy is transferred
from the capacitor to the low SOC cell. An example of a simple single switched
capacitor circuit can be seen in figure 3.

Figure 3: Single switched capacitor CEC

This configuration has the advantage that any cell in the string can be used to
balance any other cell in the string rather than just adjacent or adjacent plus one
cells. The circuit uses one capacitor rather than multiple and the cost of scaling
up is very reasonable.
A disadvantage which has lead to reduced research into this solution is the very
slow overall balancing speed. If only two cells are out of balance then it is very
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quick. However, in reality all cells in a battery pack have variations in SOC after
charging or discharging. As this topology only allows one cell to be balanced at a
time, with large strings of cells the balancing time becomes unacceptable therefore
scalability is an issue [22].
Improvements to this circuit have come in the form of better, or more complicated control methods, rather than circuit configuration. Daowd [23] proposes
a control method that alters the duty cycle of the switching based on the voltage
difference between upper and lower cells. In his experiment, balancing time was
reduced from 33 hours to 19 hours.
3.1.4. Cuk
The Cuk converter (figure 4) provides cell to cell equalisation at high efficiency. The energy transfer component is the capacitor and high SOC cells charge
up the capacitor while it discharges into adjacent lower SOC cells. Energy is shuttled back and forth until the battery pack is balanced with a very simple 50% duty
cycle on the switches. The inductors are used to keep a constant current to the
capacitor while charging and discharging boosting overall efficiency compared to
the switched capacitor method.
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Figure 4: Cuk converter based CEC

The main advantage of this circuit is its high efficiency, low voltage and low
current stresses on the switches [15].
Due to the cell to cell nature of balancing, the equalisation speed suffers as a
result as energy has to be passed though each cell to balance top and bottom. Due
to component number, the cost of the solution is high as well as the volume of the
circuit.
Lu [24] has combined the buck-boost and Cuk converter types managing to reduce the number of switches required from 2n-2 to n (with n denoting the number
of cells). It also provides a mechanism to bypass defective cells therefore potentially increasing the life time of the battery pack. This topology remains cell to
cell, therefore equalisation speed suffers as more cells are added in series to the
string. Although the component number has been reduced it remains relatively
expensive and requires a large circuit footprint. Ling [25] suggests an isolated
Cuk converter where all cells are connected to an energy bus through isolated capacitors. This converter reaches high efficiency through synchronous switching
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but has the same disadvantages as the traditional Cuk converter.
3.2. Inductor based CEC
3.2.1. Buck-boost
The basic circuit shown in figure 5 uses inductors rather than capacitors as
temporary energy storage. This is a cell to cell equalisation scheme where a cell
with a high SOC will be switched in series with an inductor. This charges the
inductor until steady current is achieved. The inductor will then discharge to an
adjacent cell with a lower SOC [26]. There is no control method required as the
circuit operates continuously in two modes: 1 st even switches turned on and odd
switches are off, 2nd even switches are turned off and all odd switches are turned
on.

Figure 5: Basic switched inductor CEC

Balancing can occur during both charging and discharging cycles, with no
complicated controller needed. This is a cell to cell method, therefore equalisation speed is an issue. Traditionally inductors are more expensive and bulky than
capacitors.
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Research’s have looked to improve the basic inductor circuit. Moghaddam
[27] proposes a tiered inductor circuit allowing non-adjacent cells to balance (although not pack wide). This configuration achieves a balancing time of 0.025s
with eight cells between 3-3.6V. However, with more inductors and switches this
brings increased cost and volume of circuit. Phung [28] introduces a topology
based on pulse width modulation (PWM) switching with some capacitive filters
for improved current ripple control. He goes on to improve the circuit to include a
full bridge configuration of switches with a coupled inductor. Ding [29] presents a
modularised version where cells are grouped into threes, boasting reduced equalisation time compared to the basic buck-boost topology.
3.2.2. Single switched inductor
The single switched inductor offers direct cell to cell balancing. Operation is
very similar to the single switched capacitor.
This circuit requires fewer components, therefore volume of the circuit is kept
low. The cost compared to other CECs is also low [30].
However just like the single switched capacitor, the main disadvantage is that
when using large strings of series connected cells the equalisation time suffers
greatly [27].
3.2.3. Flyback
The flyback converter is an isolated version of the single switched inductor.
Instead of having a single inductor for energy storage two inductors are coupled
providing a primary side for energy storage and a secondary side to provide isolation. Topologies are similar to a single transformer [31] and a multi-winding
transformer [32].
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The flyback structure can provide cell to pack, pack to cell and cell to pack to
cell depending on bi-directional switching and control. Efficiency is high and the
current and voltage stresses are low.
The main drawbacks, as with the transformer-based circuits are the large volume, cost and control complexity [15].
3.2.4. Quasi-resonant
The quasi-resonant converter shares many similarities with the buck-boost. It
is a cell to cell equaliser with high efficiency. With the addition of a resonant LC
tank to the circuit it allows the converter to achieve zero current switching which
reduces the switching losses and EMI (electro-magnetic interference) compared
to the buck-boost [33]. A quasi-resonant circiut can be seen in figure 6.

Figure 6: Quasi-resonant CEC

By adding a resonance element into a circuit the component number, and
therefore, overall cost of the solution is going to increase as well as the volume of
the circuit. Another possible issue is that the control complexity is also increased
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to achieve zero current switching. Additionally, the frequency of switching has to
be tuned to the natural resonance frequency of the LC branch [16].
Yuanmao [34] proposes a resonant equaliser without using an additional inductor as the temporary energy storage system. Using the resonant tank itself
Yuanmao achieves high efficiency but very long equalisation time. In the simulation provided all components are ideal, he goes on to say that due to additional
resistances in a real life setting the LC oscillation would become lightly damped
therefore reducing the effectiveness of the circuit. Sung [35] suggests a cell to
pack to cell version where there is only one resonant tank that is shared between
many cells. This time-shared idea uses the single capacitor style switching to allow any cells to be connected with the energy storage (in this case an LC tank).
Again the resonant aspect allows for zero current switching therefore increasing
efficiency. Balancing time even for a small string of cells was extremely high. Lee
[36] proposes a similar topology with slightly different switch configuration and
again has very long equalisation times with so many cells all sharing one LC resonance tank as the energy storage component. Moghaddam [37] modifies a basic
single tiered switched capacitor system to incorporate a resonant element. In this
scheme a 50% duty ratio is applied to all odd and even switches. The switching
frequency is chosen so it is half the resonant frequency to achieve zero current
switch on and off. This decreases equalisation time and increases efficiency compared to the switched capacitor method. Shang [13] uses a LC resonance tank
in conjunction with an extensive switching scheme that allows multiple cells to
balance multiple cells. This topology boasts very good equalisation speed, efficiency and scalability, however requires 4n switches or relays (n = number of
cells) making this circuit very large and expensive. Building on Shang’s work,
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Sun [38] presents a double tired modular LC circuit. The circuit focuses on improving equalisation efficiency and time when the voltage difference between two
cells is very low.
3.3. Transformer
The transformer-based CEC is often very efficient with quick equalisation
speeds. The simple topologies are either cell to pack or pack to cell. However, with the use of bidirectional switching and a more complex controller, multicell to multi-cell can be achieved [16]. Transformer-based circuits in general are
very expensive and highly complex to control as well as having a large circuit
footprint[39].
3.3.1. Multiple transformer
In this topology shown in figure 7 each cells has its own dedicated transformer
(secondary and primary). This method is said to be cell to pack, when a cell
has excess charge switching allows the cells to provide a discharge current into
its transformer where the energy is stored within the magnetic field. When the
switch is turned off the stored energy is then redistributed into all other connected
transformers, and therefore, cells. This iterative process continues until all cells
are at the same SOC.

Figure 7: Multiple transformer CEC
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Equalisation is quick and the current and voltage stresses on the switches are
very low.
However, as each cell requires its own transformer, the volume and cost of
the solution is very high. An improvement of this circuit is the ramp converter
which allows one transformer for every two cells. The operation is very similar
to the multiple transformer, however, when the energy is going into the pack, half
the cycle is dedicated to charging even numbered cells with the other half cycle
dedicated to the odd numbered cells [40]. This configuration reduces circuit cost
and volume.
3.3.2. Switched single transformer
In order to further reduce the costs a single transformer can be utilised with
a switching mechanism that is similar to the single switched inductor/capacitor.
This can be set up as cell to pack, pack to cell or with bi-directional switches cell
to pack to cell. A large number of switches are required for this circuit, with an
expensive and large transformer.
This configuration is best utilised in small modules of 8-10 cells within a large
battery pack. A coupling capacitor allows each adjacent module to then become
balanced.
3.3.3. Multi-secondary windings transformer
The last transformer topology is a hybrid of the two previously discussed and
the most popular in research. Here the cells have a dedicated secondary winding,
however, all share the same primary as can be seen from figure 8. The transformers
themselves, are a subject of much research to improve size, cost and performance.
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Figure 8: Multi-winding transformer CEC

This configuration reduces the amount of windings compared to the multitransformer circuit, however, a custom made multi-winding transformer is often
required. This increases costs dramatically. The transformer ratio is based on the
number of cells connected e.g. for eight cells each secondary winding has a ratio
of 1/8. Therefore scalability is an issue when considering 96 cells within a series
string. This circuit again benefits from a modular design to reduce the cost of the
transformer [41, 42].
Moghaddam [43] proposes an improvement to the traditional multi-secondary
winding transformer topology by replacing the switch on the primary side by a
full bridge switching module. He then indicates that the addition of the full bridge
module results in decreased equalisation time with increased efficiency.
4. Discussion
A comparison is made of the basic circuits based on a series string of 96 cells.
The numbers of switches, resistors, capacitors, inductors, diodes, transformers
and multi-winding transforms are shown. Harmonic filter and protection circuits
are not taken into account. Judgements on speed, cost, circuit volume and con-
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trol complexity are taken from multiple review papers and individual publications
[15, 16, 44, 45, 22, 46]. Efficiency was not taken into account due to all active
equalisation circuits reporting efficiencies ranging from 85% to 97%.
Components
CEC type
Switched Capacitor

Current path

Speed
Switches

R

C

L

Diodes

T

MWT

Cost

Circuit Volume

Control complexity

AC2C

Slow

192

0

95

0

0

0

0

Low

Medium

Easy

AC2C

Medium

192

0

189

0

0

0

0

Medium

Medium

Easy

DC2C

Slow

384

0

1

0

0

0

0

Low

Small

Medium

AC2C

Medium

190

0

95

96

0

0

0

Medium

Medium

Complex

AC2C

Medium

190

0

0

95

0

0

0

Medium

Medium

Complex

Single inductor

DC2C

Slow

194

0

0

1

1

0

0

Medium

Small

Medium

Flyback converter

DC2C

Slow

192

0

0

2

193

0

0

Medium

Large

Complex

Quasi-Resonant

AC2C

Medium

190

0

95

190

0

0

0

High

Large

Complex

Single transformer

C2P or P2C

Slow

192

0

0

0

193

1

0

High

Large

Medium

C2P or P2C

Slow

96

0

0

0

1

0

1

High

Large

Complex

Double tiered
switched capacitor
Single switched
capacitor
Cuk Converter
Buck-Boost
converter

Multi-windings
transformer

Table 1: Comparison of the basic cell equalisation circuits

Looking at table 1 it can be seen that for a long string of 96 cells the adjacent
cell to cell equalisation paths provide slow equalisation times. A tiered or chain
structure can improve on this to the detriment of circuit cost and volume. The
converter based adjacent cell to cell schemes offer better equalisation speeds than
the basic switched capacitor. The direct cell to cell equalisation times are also
slow, in the worst case scenario all cells would be out of balance with each other.
Due to the time-shared nature of these schemes only one cell can be balanced at
a time leading to very slow equalisation. The main advantages of these schemes
are that the size and cost of the circuit are usually kept low. Cell to pack or pack
to cell equalisation speed varies. In general their speed is quite fast, however the
worst case scenario of the cell to pack is that one cell is under-charged compared
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to the rest of the pack. In this case the other 95 cells need to be cycled through
systematically in order to balance the pack which would be very slow. In pack
to cell topologies one overcharged cell is the worst case scenario, where energy
would have to be taken from the pack and redistributed 95 times to the other cells.
To improve this bidirectional switches and a more complicated controller can be
used to allow the circuit to switch from cell to pack, to pack to cell depending
on which situation is needed. It can be seen from table 1 that any circuit that
requires transformers or a high amount of inductors are quite costly, whereas the
circuits that are based on capacitors are generally cheaper. Following that trend is
the volume of the circuits as well, where transformer and inductors take up a lot
of space compared to capacitors. One thing, however, that is not covered by any
of the review papers is that the thermal characteristics and reliability of inductors
are generally better than capacitors, therefore for circuits needing to operate under
high temperatures inductors may be the better choice.
The control methods required by the different equalisation circuits ranges from
continuous switching with no voltage sensing required (easy control) to a complex
control algorithm as proposed by Kim [47].
These control circuits do not take cost or size of circuit into account during
these comparisons. However this would obviously impact on both of those qualities.
Moving forward in this field of research there are three suggestions which
this paper puts forward. 1) Meaningful comparison, 2) An understanding of what
industry requires/deems acceptable for a CEC and 3) Continued prototyping.
To that end for meaningful quantitative comparison to happen a simulation
standard has to be developed [48]. With test conditions such as cell model, num-
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ber of cells connected in series and initial values of SOC set with a standard distribution and deviation. This would allow direct and measurable comparison of
attributes like equalisation time. Chatzinikolaou, proposes an interesting circuit
evaluation tool based on a linear programming problem, however, needs a simplified set of conditions such as constant cell voltage [48].
A large majority of papers report on equalisation speed as its main contribution/upgrade compared to other papers. There is however no context or measuring
point on what is an acceptable equalisation speed for n number of cells.
Lastly the inclusion of a prototype to check against real components rather
than ideal modals is vital for researchers and industry to build upon that body of
work with confidence and enabling the reproduction of results as long as equipment used is specified.
5. Future research opportunities
In this section three areas are highlighted that could provide possible improvements to the charge balancing problem. Wide band gap semi-conductors are new
power switches that could improve existing circuits by reducing the volume and
cost of passive components, while increasing efficiency and thermal characteristics. Integrating a CEC within the level 1/2 on-board charger offers possible
reduction in costs due to component sharing. Finally re-configurable batteries offer complete flexibility in terms of power delivered/required, and additional can
be used to equalise charge between cells.
5.1. Using wide band gap semi-conductors
Wide band gap (WBG) devices refer to any power electronic switch primarily
made with a wide band gap material such as SiC (silicon carbide) or GaN (Gallium
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Nitride) [49]. The wide band gap aspect to these materials denoted that they have
a large eV gap between their valence and conducting bands. Table 5.1 shows
values of band gaps for various semi-conductors with a WBG material having an
energy gap higher than 3eV [50].
Semiconductor materials
Material

Chemical symbol

Band gap energy (eV)

Germanium

Ge

0.7

Silicon

Si

1.1

GaAs

1.4

SiC

3.3

ZnO

3.4

GaN

3.4

C

5.5

Gallium
Arsenide
Silicon
Carbide
Zinc Oxide
Gallium
Nitride
Diamond

Table 2: Band gap energy levels for various semi-conducting materials

From the list of semi-conductors silicon has been widely used as the main
material for power switches such as: power diodes, thyristors, metal-oxide semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET) and insulated gate bi-polar transistors
(IGBT’s) [51]. It is a well-researched and mature technology that is at the limits of
its potential to be used as high voltage, high frequency switching in modern power
electronics [52]. Of the WBG materials SiC and GaN are the most mature technologies giving a balance of good material characteristics and economic viability.
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A wide band gap is directly related to the electric field critical breakdown Ec . Ec
measured in V.µm−1 determines the reverse breakdown voltage of the device relative to the thickness. Si has an Ec = 20V.µm−1 whereas SiC and GaN have an
Ec ≈ 300V.µm−1 [53]. This means for the same voltage rating WBG devices can
be a lot smaller, or for the same size the voltage rating of a WBG semiconductor
can be a lot higher [54, 50].
Another advantage is the thermal conductivity of WBG switches compared
to silicon. When the device is on-state and current is flowing through the device one of the limiting factors is the amount of heat produced [52] as seen from
diagrams shown in Millan, Huang, Han and Jones[55, 53, 50, 56]. This needs
to be kept below a material property threshold for the device to work within expected parameters. Current rating is determined by the current density J that can
be achieved by the device and the area of the device in question [53].
I = J.Achip
I = current (A)
J = current density (A.cm−2 )
A = area o f the chip (cm2 )
For MOSFETS and IGBT’s respectfully calculating current density of the device
follows the equations [53]:
s
JOhmic.IV =

T jmax − T case
R jc−sp × Ron−sp

Jnon−Ohmic.IV =

T jmax − T case
R jc−sp × VF
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T jmax = Maximum junction temperature (o c)
T case = Case temperature o f the device (o c)
R jc−sp = S peci f ic thermal resistance f rom junction to case (o c.cm2 /W)
Ron−sp = S peci f ic on resistance (Ω/cm2 )
VF = On − state f orward voltage drop (V)
Analysing the equations shows that an increased T jmax and a low Ron−sp or VF
gives a rise to the current density, in turn this means that potential chip size can
be reduced and therefore potential price of the chip is also reduced. SiC has great
potential for very high operating temperatures whereas due to the high Ec and
electron mobility of GaN the low on-state losses are what primarily contribute to
its high electron density [50]. For both materials packaging is extremely important
to optimise efficiency and to really extract the full potential out of the materials.
Both GaN and SiC materials have the ability for very high frequency operation
>100MHz without excessive power loss compared to Si. This is an advantage for
any circuit with magnetic components as the size of inductors and transformers
can therefore be reduced. EMI (electro-magnetic interference) has to be monitored closely, however, so circuit design is extremely important.
In summary both GaN and SiC exhibit very good material properties compared to Si due to properties such as energy band gap, critical electric field, thermal conductivity and electron mobility. However, in the context of cell equalisation circuits GaN switches offer better potential performance than SiC. While the
more mature SiC offers higher temperature operation and higher blocking voltages [57]. GaN boasts smaller switching losses, lower on-resistances and faster
switching due to its better electron mobility and zero reverse recovery charge [49].
This means low loss high frequency switching can be achieved, which should re24

duce the size and increase the thermal capabilities of the equalisation circuits.
Evaluating which topologies benefit the most from GaN power devices and conducting a comparison of how much performance increases is a potential direction
for research.
5.2. Integration of CEC with EV Charger
In the case of integrating the charge equalisation circuit with the EV charger,
intelligent switching removes cells on an individual basis from the charging process. This is an improvement over the concept of stopping the charging process
when one cell is said to have reached its threshold. Rather, the cells that reach the
threshold are removed, the charging process continues until all cells have reached
the threshold, therefore all cells are balanced when fully charged. Full bridge or
half bridge switching can be added to each cell to achieve this [58, 59]. Hong
[60] proposes using a bi-directional DC-DC converter for each cell so balancing
can occur through charging and discharging cycles. Tashakor goes into detail
about the complex controllers needed for each charging stage in the circuit topology suggested in [61]. Ramesh [62], uses a dual active bridge (DAB) converter
as the main tool to balance the series-connected cells during charging. Ramesh
also suggests an interleaved phase shift controller to reduce the complexity and
computational power required by the battery management system.
The main disadvantage of the integrated CEC is that balancing will only occur
when using level 1 or 2 charging. Fast level 3 charging requires off-board high
voltage converters that directly connect to the battery, which would bypass the
integrated equalisation circuit.
All of the systems proposed above use a switching layer connected to the cells
to implement the cell selection. As other components, for example, additional
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transformers, inductors and capacitors are not required, the cost of the integrated
CEC is not as high as the transformer-based circuits. Every electric vehicle has
on board circuitry allowing the car to be charged either by level 1 or level 2 connections. Providing a cheap and easy method where the charging circuitry and a
charge equaliser are together is a challenge, but it has the potential to reduce costs
compared to a dedicated CEC.
5.3. Re-configurable batteries
Battery reconfiguration offers more opportunities and is more advanced than
just cell skipping during charging and discharging, although this feature is still
exploitable. By re-configuring the battery pack the number of series and parallel
connections are changed. Instead of charging a series string of 12 cells, risking imbalance, the pack could be re-configured to 12 cells connected in parallel.
Charging a parallel module of 12 cells negates that possibility. He [63] suggests
that online reconfiguration (reconfiguration during battery discharge) is theoretically possible, however impractical. He then explains that cell reconfiguration
should only be done off line (when the pack is idle) to limit the safety risks such
as a high arcing current.
For a battery pack to be completely re-configurable a large number of switches
is required as well as a complex control methodology. Cell equalisation can only
occur during extending charging sessions with pack configuration happening before and then returned to normal after charging at the moment. There are opportunities to overcome or build protection so an on-line re-configurable battery pack
can be realised.
Ditsworth [64] proposes a switching topology designed to reduce the total
number of switches required while still maintaining a good amount of control
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over cell configurations. However, there are lots more possibilities for research in
this area.
6. Conclusion
Li-ion battery packs are being used more and more to power electric vehicles
and provide energy storage either at home or grid side. The issue of cell balancing
is a vital aspect to allow continued good heath and capacity of the battery pack
for as long as possible. The properties required for the perfect solution are highlighted. This paper attempts to provide an overview of the research that is being
conducted in this field. Both passive and active cell balancing solutions are analysed with the active solutions broken up into capacitor, inductor or transformerbased. Each basic circuit is presented with the main advantages and disadvantages
highlighted and notable variations discussed.
A comparison is made, and then the problems associated with making meaningful comparisons are discussed. A solution is presented that the simulation process which every new charge equalisation circuit or scheme starts as, becomes
standardised among the researchers in this field.
Finally, future research is considered using modern components to improve
existing solutions. Integrating existing solutions within the charging circuitry allow both circuits to share resources and lower costs. And lastly, providing a fully
flexible battery pack that can be reconfigured for different voltage and current
requirements.
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